
Since the dawn of time, all civilizations have had two things in common. They gazed skyward to marvel at the 
secrets of the cosmos, and they made beer. Myths and legends were born as mortals sipped beer and watched 
comets blaze across the evening sky and stars dance throughout the heavens. The ancients believed paradise 
existed at the highest point in the universe, a fiery sphere called the Empyrean. Inspired by these tales, we set out 
to infuse every batch of our handcrafted ales with our unique notion of paradise. As you contemplate the sublime 
beauty of the world, enjoy a freshly brewed Empyrean ale or lager and discover your utopia in every sip. 

BRAND VALUES
1. Classics, Reimagined
2. Awe-inspiring Experiences
3. True to Humble Roots
4. Environmental Responsibility



History

1990/1991 - 
Empyrean Brewing 
Company is 
founded.

1999 - 
Bottling 
begins!

2000 - Lazlo’s 
opens second 
location.

2002 - Empyrean is 
1st brewery to 
distribute statewide.

2006 - Luna 
Sea ESB wins 
silver at World 
Beer Cup.

2010 - Adds 
seasonal brands.

2013 - Adds 
Carpe Brewem 
brands.

2014 - Adds 
variety 12-packs 
to portfolio.

2021 - Long Route 
Peanut Butter 
Porter wins 
Untappd’s 9 
Highes-Rated 
American & English 
Porters. 

2022 - 
Introduction 
of cans to 
beer 
o�erings.



Renewable Energy
Empyrean donates over 300,000 pounds of spent grain to local farmers each year.

Our warehouse in downtown Lincoln houses the largest privately-owned solar 
panel arrays in Nebraska.

The buildings also utilize geothermal wells for more e�cient heating and cooling.



4,000 accounts in 9 states
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Current Brewery
Located in the heart of Lincoln’s Historic Haymarket District, our 
current production space is operating on all cylinders. 

10,000 bbls
capacity



The move to the South Haymarket will include a state-of-the-art 
brewing facility and taproom as well as on-sight cold storage and 
shipping. Keeping things close to home is important, the new facility is 
only a few blocks from where it all began.

Future Production Space

40,000 bbls
capacity



5.3%
  ABV

13

IBUs

Brewed in the 
tradition of 
Scotland’s malty-
sweet beers. Sweet 
and smooth with a 
wee hint of smoked 
character.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Grilled chicken, beef, 
BBQ or wild game

HOPS vs. MALT

{extra malty}

scan to 
see more

Watch Man IPA 
keeps the bitterness 
firm but in check, 
accented by floral 
and citrus notes 
from the hops.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Flaky grilled fish, 
creamy pastas and 
hearty salads

HOPS vs
.

MALT

{extra hoppy}

58

IBUs
  ABV
6% scan to 

see more

An easy-going golden 
ale with a bit of honey 
for a unique, sweet-
yet-dry character, 
balanced with a crisp 
hop finish.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Fried foods, Southwest 
cuisine and grilled 
chicken or fish

HOPS vs. MALT

{slightly malty}

21

IBUs

  ABV
4.8% scan to 

see more

CORE LEGENDS LINE

Receive the mindful 
union of bitter 
hops and sweet 
mango, symbols of 
health, wealth and 
immortality.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Beef, BBQ, grilled 
salmon and fruity 
desserts

HOPS vs
.

MALT

{extra hoppy}

58

IBUs
  ABV
6% scan to 

see more

®



A wheat-centered 
pale ale, generously 
dry-hopped for 

crisp with lemon 
citrus highlights.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Flaky grilled fish, 
creamy pastas and 
hearty salads

HOPS vs. MALT

{slightly hoppy}

24

IBUs
  ABV
4.4% scan to 

see more

Smooth, dark 
and roasted with 
highlights of 

and vanilla.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Beef, Indian or 
Asian cuisine and 
chocolate or vanilla 
desserts

  ABV
5.7% scan to 

see m
ore

HOPS vs. MALT

{malty}

23

IBUs

This beer 
maintains a porter 
backbone with 
twisting layers of 
chocolate, peanut 
butter and toast. 

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Grilled meats, curry, 
Thai, baked apples 
and chocolate 
desserts

scan to 

see m
ore

HOPS vs. MALT

{extra malty}

20

IBUs
  ABV
6%

®

An ale proving dark 
beers don’t have to 
be filling. Sweetly 
smooth with nutty 
hints of roasted 
caramel flavor.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Grilled beef 
or vegetables, 
Southwest cuisine 
and caramel desserts

scan to 

see m
ore

HOPS vs. MALT

{malty}

  ABV
5.3% 13

IBUs

THIRD
STONE
BROWN®

CORE LEGENDS LINE



SEASONAL NAVIGATORS

  ABV
5.6%

IBUs

19

HOPS vs. MALT

{extra malty}

fresh blueberry and 

  ABV
5.5%

HOPS vs. MALT

{balanced}

IBUs

24

BLACK & BLUEBERRY ALE

®

A smooth and 
light-bodied 
summer beer with 
a candy-citrus, 
fruity finish.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Grilled meat, 
cinnamon and 
caramel desserts

  ABV
5%

HOPS vs. MALT

{balanced}

IBUs

33

Clean and balanced 
malty sweetness with 
a refreshing herbal 
hop finish. There’s an 
Oktoberfest in every 
sip.

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
Savory pork dishes, 
slow-grilled meats, 
bold cheeses and 
smoked game

  ABV
5.3%

HOPS vs MALT

{slightly malty}

IBUs

28
  ABV
5.3% 23

IBUs

HOPS vs MA

{extra malty}

®

A rich and creamy English-style stout 
with roasted malts, lactose sugar and 
hints of roasted chocolate.

FOOD PAIRINGS: Savory pork dishes, 
slow-grilled meats, bold cheeses and 
smoked game.

Navigate the cosmos and awaken 
your senses to fresh blueberry 
and biscuit malts with subtle, 
stimulating dark notes. 

FOOD PAIRINGS: Grilled fish, ice 
cream and creme brulee

A smooth and light-bodied summer 
beer with a candy-citrus fruity 
finish.

FOOD PAIRINGS: Grilled meat, 
cinnamon and caramel desserts

Clean and balanced malty 
sweentess with a refreshing herbal 
hop finish. There’s an Oktoberfest 
in every sip.

FOOD PAIRINGS: Savory pork 
dishes, slow-grilled meats, bold 
cheeses and smoked game

Breathe in caramel aromas, 
taste hints of roasted 
hazelnuts and find a smooth, 
creamy finish.

FOOD PAIRINGS: Beef, grilled 
vegetables, Southwest flavors 
and caramel desserts



Product Mix

CARPE
BREWEM
CARPE
BREWEM

LIMITED
LINE

LT



Awards & Media



500 events per year



Community Involvement



Social Media

@EmpyreanBrewingCo

@EmpyreanBrewingCo

@EmpyreanBrewing

@EmpyreanBrewingCo



Navigator Program
Trained representatives hired in each market to be the Empyrean experts 
at tastings and other promotional events. 

Over 20 Navigators in 8 states



Website
empyreanbrewingco.com

Sales material downloads
Beer info
Calendar of events
Special designs available upon request
Beer Finder



Crew Contacts

Jim Engelbart, Operations Manager
jengelbart@telesis-inc.com
402-434-5970

Ben Matya, Sales Manager
bmatya@telesis-inc.com
402-430-0531

Misty Vandergriend, Marketing Manager
mvandergriend@telesis-inc.com
402-434-5986

Tim Binderup, Head Brewer
tbinderup@telesis-inc.com

Ryan Buettner, Packaging Lead
rbuettner@telesis-inc.com

Jackson Schuerman, 
Accounting
jschuerman@telesis-inc.com

Billy Barnes, Asssistant Brewer
bbarnes@telesis-inc.com


